Lowercase : You’re Never Too Small for Cobots!
Since the 80’s, American eyewear manufacturers
were all bought by foreign interests, stopping the
domestic production in the process. Since then,
most american eyewear brands sell products that
are made overseas. Two years ago, an architect,
Brian Vallario and his friend Gerard Masci, a
finance worker, decided that the time has come
to bring back something that was long gone in
the American eyewear industry: the Made in
USA label.
Brian Vallario and Gerard Masci started
Lowercase. From the beginning, automation
offered low production costs while guaranteeing high quality frames. Suddenly, the main challenges of the
80’s have become the opportunities of today. The company’s vision was to have full control on the
product and deliver high-end quality, even with an as small a production as theirs.

A Five Day Integration Project
Before launching Lowercase, Brian Vallario specialized in digital fabrication in an architecture firm. He
didn’t know much about robots, but was aware of the benefits of automation. “I had done a little bit of
research on robots when I was in graduate school, but I never really had any working experience with
them. It was a complete learning process but it went fairly smoothly. With the help of Axis New Jersey, we
were put in touch with an integrator but the majority of the integration was done on our own.”

“Flexible, easy to redeploy and cost effective”
Cynthia Kradjel, account manager for the New York metro area at Axis, found the perfect match for the
start-up business. “When Lowercase came to us with their design concept, our automation engineers put
together a cost effective solution, yet flexible enough to be redeployed as their business grew.”
“We recommended the Universal Robot mainly because it is collaborative, but also because it is easy for
users to program it and change how they want to deploy it, adds Cynthia Kradjel. As their business grows,
they maybe will want to add movements or add numbers of stops in the process that the robot does. We
also chose the Robotiq Gripper as an ideal solution for this application. We felt that it will be able to
accomplish the types of movements in a very repeatable and practical way. We then brought an
integrator, Richlin Machinery, who was able to design a platform where the robot stands and was also

able to design a solenoïd based solution so that the robot can communicate with the CNC machine and
bring parts in and out as needed.”
A few months have passed and for Lowercase
and Axis New Jersey, this integration, that took
only a week, is now a success. “Overall, we
think the solution was flexible, easy to redeploy
and cost effective, compared particularly to
industrial robots, which require caging, and
once they’re integrated, they need to bring a
integrator back to make any changes, explains
Mrs. Kradjel. In the case of Lowercase, we
helped train them so that they’re able to
program the robot and keep it current with what
they want to do on a daily basis.”

“The main problem was that the integration cost of most robotic
solutions was 3-4 times the cost of the solution itself.”
Since one of the cofounders came to the
eyewear industry with a financial background,
any equipment chosen to build the factory had
to be worth every penny. Gerard Masci was
willing to implement robotics into the
production, but he quickly realized that the
price of a robot and the price of integration
were two different things. “The cost to automate
was extremely high, but we were always able to
get our heads around that because of the value
that the robot would add to the process. The
main problem was that the integration cost of
most robotic solutions was 3-4 times the cost of
the solution itself. When we worked out a solution using the UR5 and the Robotiq gripper, the integration
cost was a fraction of the actual purchase price. Then it made it tenable for a small company of two
people to integrate a robot into our solution.”

Quality First: Robot-Driven Repeatability and Consistency
The repeatability and consistency of the robot-machine combo is a huge benefit for Lowercase. “We have
17 different styles now, adds Brian Vallario. We really needed something that was easy to program and
that we could manipulate on the fly. If I make a change on a design, I have to be able to apply the
changes quickly. And since we are competing against bigger, high-end eyewear manufacturers, we have
to deliver the highest quality even if we do quite smaller productions.”
To bring its eyewear to life, Lowercase imports
the material in sheets. It is cut down into small
tablets and the frames are then cut in the CNC
machine, which is tended by the UR5 and the
Robotiq Gripper. The robot picks up the raw
material, loads it into the first position, closes the
door, presses the go button and then does it all
again for the second position. It then removes
the finished pair of glasses and puts it in a
bucket. The eyewear then goes through many
steps of fine-tuning before being ready to ship.
Each production batch in the CNC machine averages 500 units, with around 30 to 40 units of each style.
But even with such a small volume, for Brian Vallario the automated process is by far the best solution. ”I
only have a few manual tweaks to do on the vices every time. The rest is all automated, the young
businessman explains. This automation is important for us. Eyewear production is a very labor-intensive
process and we are such a small team that any improvement that we can make on our efficiency is huge.
Having a product that allows myself to sit at the computer and work on design or go work on the more
labor intensive stuff that can’t be done by machines is a big plus for us. “

Future Is Bright: Create Better Jobs With Robotics
Without seeing life through a pair of pink glasses,
Brian Vallario and Gerard Masci definitely see
great things coming for Lowercase. Automation
is an important part of many of their future
projects, not only regarding the addition of new
robots in the factory, but also to raise hirings.
“A collaborative robot is operating our CNC
machine, but we’re not hindering jobs, says
Vallario. Automation just creates different jobs.
Right now, we’re not looking for someone to
operate a CNC machine, but we are looking for
engineers and designers who can work with robotics to improve processes. If that helps us grow as a
business, that helps creating jobs.”

And even though Lowercase’s cofounders do not think that eyewear production could be fully automated
(just yet). They see many other opportunities to bring more robots into their team. “As we grow, we are
definitely looking for new ways to automate our processes, adds Brian Vallario. A lot of time consuming
steps involved into doing a pair of glasses require delicate handwork. We’ll never be able to automate
everything but there is a lot that can be done and we’re looking forward to it.”
It seems that more than ever, a lot a great things can be made in the USA.
Never too small for cobots: It’s time for you to get started with your automation project today!

About Robotiq
At Robotiq, we free human hands from repetitive tasks.
We help manufacturers overcome their workforce challenges by enabling them to install robots on their
own. They succeed with our robotic plug + play tools and the support of our automation experts
community.
Robotiq is the humans behind the robots: an employee-owned business with a passionate team and an
international partner network.

Let’s Keep in Touch
For any questions concerning robotic and automated handling or if you want to learn more about the
advantages of using flexible electric handling tools, contact us. And join us on social media!
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